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Thank you, tinyML Strategic Partners, 
for committing to take tinyML to the next Level, together
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Making Edge AI A Reality

Accelerate Your Edge Compute 

www.syntiant.com

http://www.syntiant.com/
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tinyML® Trailblazers
Ultra-low power machine learning at the edge success stories

DEPLOY VISION AI

AT THE EDGE AT SCALE
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tinyML® Trailblazers
Ultra-low power machine learning at the edge success stories



The Leading Development 
Platform for Edge ML

edgeimpulse.com





NEUROMORPHIC 
INTELLIGENCE FOR THE 

SENSOR-EDGE

www.innatera.com





www.st.com/ai

STMicroelectronics provides extensive 

solutions to make tiny 

Machine Learning easy
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ENGINEERING
EXCEPTIONAL
EXPERIENCES
We engineer exceptional experiences
for consumers in the home, at work,
in the car, or on the go.

www.synaptics.com
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Join Growing tinyML Communities:

bb

tinyML - Enabling ultra-low Power ML at the Edge
https://www.meetup.com/tinyML-Enabling-ultra-low-Power-ML-at-the-Edge/

The tinyML Community
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13694488/

18.9k members in
49 Groups in 41 Countries

4.2k members 
&

14.5k followers

https://www.meetup.com/tinyML-Enabling-ultra-low-Power-ML-at-the-Edge/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13694488/


Subscribe to
tinyML YouTube Channel

for updates and notifications
(including this video)

www.youtube.com/tinyML

11.4k subscribers, 659 videos with 420k views 

http://www.youtube.com/tinyML


tinyML Research Symposium
April 22, 2024
Call for Papers
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https://www.wevolver.com/article/2023-edge-ai-technology-report

https://www.wevolver.com/article/2023-edge-ai-technology-report


Reminders

youtube.com/tinyml

Slides & Videos will be posted 
tomorrow

tinyml.org/forums

Please use the Q&A window for your 
questions



He Huang

He Huang is a data scientist and researcher with expertise 

in embedded Machine Learning. He holds a Ph.D. in 

electronics from INSA Toulouse in France, earned in 2015 

and completed a post-doctoral research fellowship at 

Politecnico di Torino in Italy in 2016. As the former chief 

data scientist at French start-up Cartesiam from 2017, He 

played a pivotal role in the development of NanoEdge AI 

Studio, an innovative platform for on-device machine 

learning at the edge. Currently, he serves as senior staff 

data scientist at STMicroelectronics, where he continues to 

advance the field of machine learning and develop cutting-
edge solutions for Industry 4.0 applications.



Pierrick Autret

Pierrick Autret has been Artificial Intelligence Solutions 

Manager in STMicroelectronics' microcontroller division 

since 2019. With a master's degree in engineering 

specializing in Embedded Systems from the Ecole 

Polytechnique and a master's degree in Marketing, 

Economics and Management from the IAE d'Aix-en-

Provence, he began his career as Hardware Product Owner 

on the STM32 series before developing ST's software 
offering.



NanoEdge AI Studio: 
all on-device anomaly 
detection for Industry 4.0

He HUANG, Pierrick AUTRET

AI solutions group, STMicroelectronics

he.huang1@st.com, pierrick.autret@st.com



Who we are

He HUANG (Henri)

Product Marketing Manager

AI solutions group, STMicroelectronics

Rousset, France

Pierrick AUTRET

Data scientist

AI Solutions group, STMicroelectronics

Paris, France
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This enables AI 
Ultra-low latency

Real-time applications

Reduced data transmission

Generate meaningful information

01

10

Enhanced privacy and security

No data sharing in the cloud

Sustainable on energy

Low data, Low power

Lower cost of inference to 

enable a new class of operations

What edge AI can bring to embedded systems
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edge AI on 

Automotive MCUs

More than a decade of research, 
development, and deployment

edge AI on 

STM32

2018 20222020

edge AI 

Developer Cloud

Research using 

ML techniques for 

visual search

edge AI for 

sensors (ISPU*)

edge AI on 

latest Automotive MCU 
. 

2021 2023

Introduction of autoML

2019

edge AI for 

ST Linux

Developer 

Cloud 

Model Zoo

TinyML

membership

MLC ISPU.AI

SPC5

Studio

.AI

*Intelligent Sensor Processing Unit

Edge AI 

Devices

2012

edge AI 

for sensors (MLC)

Now
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Industrial pumps learn their own optimal mode of 
operation and detect anomalies by themselves

220%

reduced 
downtime
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All on-device AI for anomaly detection



Why do we need all on-device AI?

Six-level rating for EI (Edge Intelligence)

Most flexible and independent 

in terms of resource usage 
Level 6 : All On-Device

Zero data communication

Reduced data transmission

• Privacy & security

• Latency

• Power consumption

• Cost

• Flexibility

Z. Zhou, X. Chen, E. Li, L. Zeng, K. Luo and J. Zhang, "Edge Intelligence: Paving the Last Mile of Artificial Intelligence With Edge Computing," in Proceedings of the IEEE, vol. 107, no. 8, pp. 1738-1762, Aug. 2019
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How do we design our solution?

Flexibility

Cost-saving

Autonomy

Sustainability On the MCU

Learning On-Device

Incremental training

Additional learning cycle

Zero pre-trained model

No additional memory

Minimizing human intervention

Tolerance for anomaly signals

Switch learning-inference

Requirements for industrial predictive maintenance All On-Device AI solution On-Device learning for a fine-tuned model

Security

Step 1: analyze the requirements 

of industrial predictive maintenance

Step 2: define the 

algorithm criteria

Step 3: implement on-device learning: 

individual adaptive AI model

Predictive Maintenance: solutions for new business models (device-insight.com)
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https://device-insight.com/en/2018/03/27/predictive-maintenance-solutions-for-new-business-models/


The needs of industrial predictive maintenance

Billions of machines, 

functions, environments, 

updates, and maintenance 

requirements.

Edge AI models need to be universal and adaptive

Every machine can benefit from its own edge AI model
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On-device learning in NanoEdge AI Studio

Empty model

AI model

Without pre-trained knowledge
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On-device learning in NanoEdge AI Studio

Training AI model

Sensor signals
No signal history stocked

Only AI model updated

AI model
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On-device learning in NanoEdge AI Studio

Anomaly detection

Sensor signals Inference results

AI model
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On-device learning in NanoEdge AI Studio

Additional learning cycle

Sensor signals Inference results

Switch learning – inference

AI model
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On-device learning in NanoEdge AI Studio

A simple example: the average value
• Zero pretrained model

• Incremental training

• Additional learning cycle

• Switch learning – inference

• No additional memory

• Adaptive on-device learning

• Minimizing human intervention

• Tolerance for anomaly signals

8 criteria
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On-device learning in NanoEdge AI Studio

Incremental on-device machine learning

• Zero pretrained model

• Incremental training

• Additional learning cycle

• Switch learning – inference

• No additional memory

• Adaptive on-device learning

• Minimizing human intervention

• Tolerance for anomaly signals

8 criteria
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On-device learning in NanoEdge AI Studio

Input OutputAlgorithms

Algorithm flowchart example 1:

Algorithm flowchart example 2:
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Our on-device learning algorithms
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On-device learning vs classification

Machines used for training 

Classification

On-device learning

Dataset regular / abnormal

Adaptive model

Static model
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On-device learning vs Classification

Machines not used for training

Dataset regular / abnormal

Classification

Adaptive model Static model

Machines used for training 

Dataset regular / abnormal (new)
? ?

? ?

Dataset for test
On-device learning
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On-device learning vs Classification

MIMII Dataset: Sound Dataset for Malfunctioning Industrial Machine Investigation and Inspection

Test results

fan_id_02_6dB 86.70% 93.89%

85.92% 92.01%

92.87% 83.50%

Benchmarked with

Machines used for training 

Machines not used for training

Test results

fan_id_02_6dB

On-device learning Classification

fan_id_04_6dB

fan_id_06_6dB
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https://zenodo.org/records/3384388


On-device learning vs Classification

MIMII Dataset: Sound Dataset for Malfunctioning Industrial Machine Investigation and Inspection

Test results

fan_id_02_6dB 86.11% 97.90%

93.64% 98.97%

80.93% 56.65%

Test results

fan_id_02_6dB
Machines used for training 

Machines not used for training

On-device learning Classification

fan_id_04_6dB

fan_id_06_6dB

Benchmarked with
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https://zenodo.org/records/3384388


On-device learning vs Classification

On-device learning Classification

More suitable for known 

individuals

More adaptive for new individuals

Machines used for training 

Machines not used for training
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On-device learning vs Classification

If the dataset is sufficiently representative for all dispersions Classification

static model

If the model is used for a new machine, a new individual

an updating behaviors

a new measurement position

a new installation environment

…

On-device learning

adaptive model
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Create your application with the free 
NanoEdge AI Studio tool



State-of-the-art machine learning
for smarter products

I want to anticipate product failures

Industrial pumps learn their own optimal mode of operation 

and detect anomalies by themselves

I want to identify the activity, the 

environment, the usage 

Smart watches classify human activity recognition without 

using connectivity features

I need to predict future states

Washing machine uses motor control algorithms to weigh 

clothes and optimize water, detergent, and energy used 

without additional sensors 50



1 2 3

AI development workflow – NanoEdge AI

Model development

Model

testing

Model

selection and 

training

Data preparation

Data

processing

Data 

acquisition

Model Implementation

Model

inference

Model library

creation
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1 2 3

AI development workflow – NanoEdge AI

Model development

Model

testing

Model

selection and 

training

Data preparation

Data

processing

Data 

acquisition

Model Implementation

Model

inference

Model library

creation

Automated edge AI software
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All the tools needed for data preparation

53

I want to optimize my startup parameters ”



All the tools needed for data preparation
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I want the tools to easily create my dataset”



All the tools needed for data preparation
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I want to quickly and efficiently clean my data”



Get the best ML algorithm for your application
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NanoEdge AI Studio 

improves the performance 

of the model..

.. And then optimizes it to 

reduce footprint and latency

Internal benchmarking tool picks the best algorithm for your data



NanoEdge AI Studio workflow
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Predictive 
Maintenance

Multi-sensors and 
learning on device

After-market predictive maintenance 
intelligent sensor with wireless connectivity

Oxytronic

Deployed at Volvo Trucks 

manufacturing plant
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~15-40%

Energy saving per 
washing cycle 

Washing machine uses advanced motor control 
algorithms to weigh clothes and optimize water, 

detergent, and energy used

Leader in white-goods

Millions units annual

starting in 2024
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Virtual sensor
Tire pressure measured 

through the e-motor 
current consumption

Adding tire pressure capability to e-bike 
without any new hardware

Asian e-bike maker

Hundreds thousands units 

annual starting in 2024
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Explore multiple use cases on stm32ai.st.com
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Bring Your Own Data approach: 

no need to create edge AI models

On-device learning capability to fine-tune 

deployed solution without retraining  

The best combination for given data: 

ML model, hyperparameters and preprocessing

Simplify AI development workflow

Deployment of NanoEdge AI Studio 

libraries, the market reference AutoML

tool, is completely free

for unlimited quantities on any STM32

… and available

on any Arm® Cortex® -M MCU*

*under a special license agreement
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This enables AI Try NanoEdge AI Studio 

for free today
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© STMicroelectronics - All rights reserved.

ST logo is a trademark or a registered trademark of STMicroelectronics International NV or its affiliates in the EU and/or other countries. 

For additional information about ST trademarks, please refer to www.st.com/trademarks. 

All other product or service names are the property of their respective owners.

Find out more at stm32ai.st.com

http://www.st.com/trademarks
https://stm32ai.st.com/


Copyright Notice

This multimedia file is copyright © 2024 by tinyML 
Foundation. All rights reserved. It may not be duplicated 
or distributed in any form without prior written approval.

tinyML® is a registered trademark of the tinyML 
Foundation.

www.tinyml.org



Copyright Notice
This presentation in this publication was presented as a tinyML® Talks webcast. The content reflects the 
opinion of the author(s) and their respective companies. The inclusion of presentations in this publication does 
not constitute an endorsement by tinyML Foundation or the sponsors.

There is no copyright protection claimed by this publication. However, each presentation is the work of the 
authors and their respective companies and may contain copyrighted material. As such, it is strongly 
encouraged that any use reflect proper acknowledgement to the appropriate source. Any questions regarding 
the use of any materials presented should be directed to the author(s) or their companies.

tinyML is a registered trademark of the tinyML Foundation.

www.tinyml.org
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